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Abstract

This paper introduces Delta Denoising Score (DDS) a
novel diffusion-based scoring technique which optimizes a
parametric model for the task of image editing. Unlike the
existing Score Distillation Sampling (SDS), which queries
the generative model with a single image-text pair, DDS
utilizes an additional fixed query of a reference image-text
pair to generate delta scores that represent the difference
between the outputs of the two queries. By estimating noisy
gradient directions introduced by SDS using the source im-
age and its text description, DDS provides cleaner gradi-
ent directions that modify the edited portions of the image
while leaving others unchanged, thereby yielding a distilled
edit of the source image. The analysis presented in this pa-
per supports the power of the new score for image-to-image
translation. We further show that the new score can be used
to train an effective zero-shot image translation model. The
experimental results show that the proposed loss term out-
performs existing methods in terms of stability and quality,
highlighting its potential for real-world applications.

1. Introduction
Large-scale language-vision models have revolutioniz-

ing the way images and visual content, in general, can be
generated and edited. Recently, we are witnessing a surge in
the development of text-to-image generative models, which
utilize textual input to condition the generation of images. A
promising avenue in this field is Score Distillation Sampling
(SDS) [24] – a sampling mechanism that utilizes probability
density distillation to optimize a parametric image genera-
tor using a 2D diffusion model as a prior.

The effectiveness of the SDS stems from rich genera-
tive prior of the diffusion model it samples from. This is in
contrast to the direct use of a language-vision model, like
CLIP, which was trained using contrastive loss [25]. The
prior of large generative diffusion models, like Stable Dif-
fusion [27], DALLE-2 [26] and Imagen [31] is particularly
rich and expressive and has been demonstrated to be highly
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Figure 1: Delta Denoising Score (DDS) vs. Score Distilla-
tion Sampling (SDS). Top: SDS allows optimizing a given
image by querying the denoising model guided by a text
prompt. However, it results in a blurred image away from
the edited elements. Bottom: DDS, queries an additional
reference branch aligned with its text-prompt, and gener-
ates delta scores that represent the difference between the
outputs of the two queries. DDS provides cleaner gradient
directions that modify the edited portions of the optimized
image, while leaving the others unchanged.

effective in generating visually stunning assets across vari-
ous domains, including images, 3D models and more.

Despite its usefulness, one of the primary issues associ-
ated with SDS is its tendency to converge towards specific
modes, which often leads to the production of blurry out-
puts that only capture the elements explicitly described in
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the prompt. In particular, using SDS to edit an existing im-
age by initializing the optimization procedure from that im-
age, may result in significant blurring of the image beyond
the edited elements.

In this paper, we introduce a new diffusion-based scoring
technique for optimizing a parametric model for the task of
editing. Unlike SDS, which queries the generative model
with a pair of image and text, our method utilizes an addi-
tional query of a reference, aligned, pair; that is, the text de-
scribes and agrees with the content of the image. Then, the
output score is the difference, or delta, between the results
of the two queries (see Figure 1). We refer to this scoring
technique as Delta Denoising Score (DDS).

In its basic form, DDS is applied on two pairs of images
and texts, one is a reference image-text that remains intact
during the optimization, and the other is a target image that
is optimized to match a target text prompt. The delta scoring
provides effective gradients, which modify the edited por-
tions of the image, while leaving the others unchanged. The
key idea is that the source image and its text description,
can be used for estimating undesirable and noisy gradients
directions introduce by SDS. Then, if we want to alter only
a portion of the image using a new text description, we can
use our reference estimation and get a cleaner gradient di-
rection to update the image.

DDS can be used as a prompt-to-prompt editing tech-
nique that can modify images by only editing their captions,
where no mask is provided or computed. Beyond that, Delta
Denoising Score enables us to train a distilled image-to-
image model without the need of paired training dataset,
yielding a zero-shot image translation technique. Training
the model, requires only dataset of the source distribution,
associated with simple captions that describe the source and
target image distributions. As we shall show, such zero-
shot training can be applied on a single or multi-task image
translation, and the source distribution can include synthet-
ically generated and real images.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we
conducted experiments comparing our model to existing
state-of-the-art text-driven editing methods.

2. Related Work
Text-to-Image models [30, 26, 27], have recently raised

the bar for the task of generating images conditioned on a
text prompt, exploiting the powerful architecture of diffu-
sion models [12, 32, 35, 12, 33, 27].

Recent works have attempted to adapt text-guided diffu-
sion models to the fundamental challenge of single-image
editing, aiming to exploit their rich and diverse semantic
knowledge. Meng et al. [18] add noise to the input image
and then perform a text-guided denoising process from a
predefined step. Yet, they struggle to accurately preserve
the input image details, which were preserved by a user

“A photo of a flamingo in the city”.

Diffusion generationSDS optimization

Figure 2: Sampling text-to-image diffusion models. Gen-
eration via SDS optimization starting from random noises
(left) vs. conventional diffusion-based image generation
(right). Both samples are generated with respect to a given
text prompt (top). Generating images based on SDS only
leads to less diverse results and mode collapse where the
main subject in the text appears in front of a blurry back-
ground.

provided mask in other works [21, 2, 1]. DiffEdit [7] uses
DDIM inversion for image editing, but avoids the emerged
distortion by automatically producing a mask that allows
background preservation.

While some text-only editing approaches are bound to
global editing [8, 17, 16, 23], Bar-Tal et al. [4] propose
a text-based localized editing technique without using any
mask. Their technique allows high-quality texture editing,
but not modifying complex structures, since only CLIP [25]
is employed as guidance instead of a generative diffusion
model. Prompt-to-prompt [11] suggests an intuitive editing
technique that enables manipulation of local or global de-
tails for images that were synthesized by a text-to-image
network. [20] proposed an approach to invert real im-
ages into the latent space of the diffusion model, such that
prompt-to-prompt can be applied to real images. Imagic
[15] and UniTune[38] have demonstrated impressive text-
driven editing capabilities, but require the costly fine-tuning
of the model. InstructPix2Pix [5], plug-and-play [37] and
[22] can get an instruction or target prompt and manipulate
real images towrds the desired edit

DreamFusion [24] proposed the SDS score which is used
in [34] to direct a StyleGAN generator for domain adap-
tion. This is conceptually similar to StyleGAN-NADA [9]
which uses instead CLIP [25] to translate the domain of a
StyleGAN generator to other domains based only textual
description.

3. Delta Denoising Score (DDS)

We begin with a brief overview of the SDS loss function
and explain the challenges in sampling and editing images
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Figure 3: Bias in SDS optimization. On left column is
an image generated by the prompt “Panda snowboarding”.
Top rows show the difference between SDS to DDS opti-
mization when changing the animal in the prompt. Bot-
tom row shows SDS optimization applied using the original
prompt. Even in this case, the image become blurry.

with SDS, based on empirical observations. In particular,
we demonstrate that SDS introduces a noisy direction when
applied to the task of image editing. We then introduce
our Delta Denoising Score (DDS), which utilizes a refer-
ence pair of image and text to correct the noisy direction of
SDS and offers a new technique for the task of prompt-to-
prompt editing [11]. We conduct all our experiments using
the latent model– Stable Diffusion [27], nevertheless, in our
overview and results, we refer to the models latents and out-
put channels as images and pixels respectively.

3.1. SDS overview

Given an input image z, a conditioning text embedding
y, a denoising model ϵϕ with parameters set ϕ, a randomly
sampled timestep t ∼ U(0, 1) drawn from the uniform dis-
tribution, and noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I) following a normal distri-
bution, the diffusion loss can be expressed as:

LDiff (ϕ, z, y, ϵ, t) = w(t)||ϵϕ (zt, y, t)− ϵ||22,

where w(t) is a weighting function, and zt refers to the
noisy version of z obtained via a stochastic noising forward
process given by zt =

√
αtz +

√
1− αtϵ, with αt being

the noise scheduler. For simplicity, we omit the weighting
factor in the remainder of this section.

The text conditioned diffusion models use classifier-free
guidance (CFG [13]) that consists of two components, one
that is conditioned on text input, and another that is uncon-

ditioned. During inference, the two components are used to
denoise the image via

ϵωϕ (zt, y, t) = (1 + ω) ϵϕ (zt, y, t)− ωϵϕ (zt, t) ,

where the components are balanced using a guidance pa-
rameter ω.

Given an arbitrary differentiable parametric function that
renders images, gθ, the gradient of the diffusion loss func-
tion with respect to the parameters θ is given by:

∇θLDiff =
(
ϵωϕ (zt, y, t)− ϵ

) ∂ϵωϕ (z, y, t)

∂zt

∂zt
∂θ

.

It has been demonstrated in [24] that omitting the U-Net
Jacobian term (middle term) leads to an effective gradient
for optimizing a parametric generator with diffusion mod-
els:

∇θLSDS(z, y, ϵ, t) = ϵωϕ ((zt, y, t)− ϵ)
∂zt
∂θ

. (1)

Incrementally updating the parameters of the generator
in the direction of the gradient, produces images that exhibit
a higher degree of fidelity to the prompt. However, SDS suf-
fers from the tendency to converge towards specific modes,
resulting in non-diverse and blurry outputs that only high-
light elements mentioned in the prompt. Figure 2 showcases
a comparison between sampling Stable-Diffusion with SDS
vs. sampling it with a standard reverse process of the dif-
fusion model, demonstrating this issue with 2D image sam-
ples.

The original purpose of SDS was to generate samples via
optimization from a text-conditioned diffusion model. It is
noteworthy that gθ can be an arbitrary parametric function
that renders images. In the following sections we demon-
strate our results with gθ = θ, namely, a trivial generator
that renders a single image, where the optimization vari-
ables are the image pixels themselves, however, note that
the derivation is general.

3.2. Editing with SDS

The original purpose of SDS was to generate samples
from a distribution conditioned solely on a text prompt.
However, we now aim to extend SDS to the task of edit-
ing, which involves conditioning the sampling process on
both an image and text.

Our objective is to synthesize an output image z that in-
corporates the structure and details of an input source im-
age ẑ, while conforming to the content specified in a target
prompt y. This is a standard text-driven image-to-image
translation problem, where modifications may be applied
locally or globally [11, 5].

One potential approach to utilize SDS is to initialize the
optimization variable with the source image z0 = ẑ and
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“Flamingo rollerskating.”           “Stork rollerskating.” 

∇θLSDS(ẑ, ŷ) ∇θLSDS(z, y) ∇θLDDS

Figure 4: DDS gradients. Bottom visualize the update of
one DDS optimization. By subtracting the the SDS gradient
of the reference image (left), from the SDS edited gradient
of the middle image we get our cleaner DDS update (right).

applying SDS while conditioning on y. However, we have
observed that similarly to the non image conditioned SDS,
this approach leads to blurred outputs and a loss of details,
particularly those that are unrelated to the input prompt.
Figure 3 (top row) demonstrates such example where the
panda transforms into a squirrel at the cost of blurring out
other details.

Based on our observations, we define a decomposition
for the gradients ∇θLSDS to two components: one compo-
nent δtext is a desired direction that directs the image to the
closest image that is aligned with the text. And another,
undesired component, δbias that interferes with the process
and causes the image to become smooth and blurry in some
parts. Formally:

∇θLSDS(z, y, ϵ, t) := δtext + δbias, (2)

where both δtext and δbias are random variables that depend
on z, y, ϵ and t. Under this definition, to address this issue
and enable high-quality or distilled image editing with SDS,
we have to isolate and extract the text-aligned part δtext and
follow it during the optimization while avoiding the δbias
direction that may take the image to unintended places.

3.3. Denoising the Editing Direction

We next aim to find the noisy direction of the SDS score,
when applied for editing purposes, and remove it during the
optimization process.

The gist of our method is that since we already have a
source image and its text description, they can be used for
estimating the noisy direction δbias, that biases the edit to-
wards undesired directions. Then, if we want to alter only
a portion of the image using a new text description, we can
use our reference estimation and get a cleaner gradient di-
rection to update the image. In practice, we use a reference

branch that calculates the SDS score of the given image ẑ
with a corresponding, aligned, text prompt ŷ, and subtract it
from the main SDS optimization branch to yield a distilled
edit.

Formally, given aligned and unaligned image-text em-
bedding pairs ẑ, ŷ, z, y respectively, the delta denoising
loss is given by:

LDD (ϕ, z, y, ẑ, ŷ, ϵ, t) = ||ϵωϕ (zt, y, t)− ϵωϕ (ẑt, ŷ, t) ||22,

where zt and ẑt share the same sampled noise ϵ and
timestep t. Then, the gradient over gθ = z, are given by

∇θLDD =
(
ϵωϕ (zt, y, t)− ϵωϕ (ẑt, ŷ, t)

) ∂ϵωϕ (zt, y, t)

∂zt

∂z

∂θ
.

Again, we omit the differentiation thorough the diffusion
model to obtain the Delta Denoising Score,

∇θLDDS =
(
ϵωϕ (zt, y, t)− ϵωϕ (ẑt, ŷ, t)

) ∂z
∂θ

. (3)

We state that DDS pushes the optimized image into the
direction of the target prompt without the interference of the
noise component, namely, ∇θLDDS ≈ δtext.

By adding and subtracting ϵ from the term in (3), we can
represent DDS as a difference between two SDS scores:

∇θLDDS = ∇θLSDS(z, y)−∇θLSDS(ẑ, ŷ). (4)

We first claim that the score provided by the reference
branch is equivalent to the noisy direction. This is because,
ideally, an aligned image-text pair should have a low av-
erage SDS gradient across various timesteps and noise in-
stances. Therefore, any non-zero gradient can be attributed
to the noisy direction, thus,

∇θLSDS(ẑ, ŷ) = δ̂bias. (5)

Evidently, the score of an aligned text-to-image pair is
non-zero. As can be seen in Figure 3 (bottom, row), even
when the optimization process starts with an image that was
generated by the text, there are gradients that pull the image
towards the non-desired modes. For further empirical re-
sults of the estimation of δbias, please refer to Section 5.

We next claim that the noisy component δnoise of closely
related images (e.g., images with similar structure that were
created with close prompts) is similar. This is demonstrated
in the DDS evaluation experiment in Section 5 and in Fig-
ure 8 which shows that the consine similarity between the
directions of the aligned pair is high. This means that
δbias ≈ δ̂bias.

By combining the conclusions drawn from the above-
mentioned experiments, we get ∇θLDDS ≈ δ̂text, which in-
dicates that our DDS can be considered a distilled direction
that concentrates on editing the relevant portion of the im-
age, such that it’s aligned with the target text.
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Input image

“A flamingo in the city.”          “A bronze sculpture of a flamingo in the city.” 

ω = 3 15 30

Figure 5: DDS optimization results using different values
of classifier free guidance scale ω. On the one hand, small
values of ω led to slow convergence and low fidelity to text
prompt. On the other hand, large ω results with low fidelity
to the input image.

Figure 4 visualizes the key idea behind DDS, The figure
shows the two noisy SDS scores, of the aligned and un-
aligned pair, along with their difference, which comprises
DDS. Notably, subtracting the two noisy scores produces a
clear and concise score that concentrates solely on the tar-
geted modification in the image.

Effect of CFG on DDS As previously noted, the Classi-
fier Free Guidance (CFG) parameter ω, regulates the rel-
ative influence of the text-conditioned and unconditional
components of the denoising objective. Apparently, despite
the subtraction of the two distinct branches in DDS, ω still
has a discernible impact on the resulting image output. Our
experiments show that small values of ω yield slower con-
vergence rates and a correspondingly diminished fidelity to
the text prompt, while larger ω values result in an attenu-
ated fidelity to the input image. This observed phenomenon
is visualized in Figure 5 and empirically evaluated in Sec-
tion 5.

4. Image-to-Image Translation
With our Delta Denoising Score, we can apply a direct

optimization over the image pixel space, i.e. optimizing for
z = θ as illustrated in Figure 1. However, optimizing an im-
age for each editing operation presents several drawbacks.
Firstly, it necessitates captions for both the input and the
desired edited image. Secondly, the results obtained on real
images are inferior to those obtained from synthetic images.
Lastly, the time required for inference is long (∼20 seconds
per edit). To overcome these limitations, we introduce a
novel unsupervised training pipeline for text-driven image-
to-image translation based on our proposed DDS.

Unsupervised training with DDS Using DDS, we in-
troduce an unsupervised training framework for a neural
network that learns to translate images based on a caption
that describes a known source distribution and another cap-
tion that describes an unknown target distribution. Given a
dataset of source images {ẑi}, source caption ŷ and a target
caption y, our goal is to learn a mapping z = gθ(ẑ) such

“Add a beautiful sunset.”“Make it snowing.”“Change it to night time.”“Cliffs at day time.” “Add a beautiful sunset.”“Make it snowing.”“Change it to night time.”“Cliffs at sunrise.”

Input image Predicted image

Optimized

Optimized

“Add a beautiful sunset.”“Make it snowing.”“Change it to night time.”“Change it to sunrise.”

ẑ z

∇θLDDS

θ

Figure 6: Unsupervised training for multi task image-to-
image translation network. Given an input image input
image ẑ (left) and a sampled task embedding (on top), our
network is trained by the double denoising score using the
corresponding text embeddings (bottom) that describe the
input image and the desired edited image result z.

that z has high fidelity to both: the input image ẑ and to
the target caption y. As illustrated in Figure 6, on the bot-
tom, we utilize the DDS formulation in (4) to optimize our
network.

Naturally, we can extend the network capabilities to be
task conditioned. Under those settings, the network learns
a finite set of M image-translation tasks that are defined by
multiple target captions {yi}Mj=1 and corresponding learned
task embeddings {kj}Mj=1, see Figure 6. At each optimiza-
tion iteration, we sample a source image ẑi with its source
caption ŷi, a task embedding kj with the corresponding tar-
get caption yj . Then the network is optimized by the DDS
4 where z = gθ(ẑi|kj).

To maintain the fidelity to the input image, we add a
weighted identity regularization term:

LID = λid(t)||gθ(ẑi|kj)− ẑi||22,

where the weight λID(t) is a function of the training itera-
tion t, such that at the beginning of the training, we inject
prior knowledge on the desired output, and gradually reduce
it during training with a cosine decay.

DDS with CFG warmup During the training of the
aforementioned network, we experienced a familiar mode
collapse phenomena associated with the training of genera-
tive adversarial network (GAN) [10], where the network op-
timizations led to a local minima. In our case, the network
has learned to produce a fixed object, in a fixed location
within the input image, as demonstrated in Figure 7, where
the same type of lion appears in the same pose and locations
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Input Ours W.O. CFG warmup W.O. DDS

Figure 7: Ablation study. We train a cat to lion image
translation network under different settings. First and sec-
ond columns are the input and ouuput results of our full
methods. Third row are the results when training witout
CFG warmup and the last column are the results when
training with SDS instead of DDS.

in all the outputs without respecting the input image. The
reason for the mode collapse in our case can be explained
thorough the analogy to GANs. The discriminator output
score that discriminates between real and fake images can
be replaced by the delta denoising score. At a local min-
imum point, our network succeeded to fool the DDS such
that the output has high fidelity to y at the fixed region and
high fidelity to ẑ elsewhere.

To address this issue we have found that implementing a
warmup scheduler for the classifier free guidance parame-
ter ω, utilized in the estimation of the DDS gradient can be
effective. As we have demonstrated earlier, adopting a low
value for ω during zero-shot optimization is associated with
a notably slow convergence rate. Conversely, high values
push the image aggressively towards y and lead the train-
ing to mode collapse. By gradually increasing the guidance
scale, the network gradually learns to make larger changes
to the input image with respect to the translation task and
avoids local minima.

5. Evaluations and Experiments
In this section we evaluate our observation regarding the

SDS and DDS scores, compare our approach to other state-
of-the-art zero-shot editing methods and conduct an abla-
tion study to show the effectiveness of different choices in
our system.

SDS evaluation We measure the expected SDS norm as
a function of the timestamp t for aligned and unaligned
image-text pairs. The aligned pairs obtained by generat-
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Figure 8: Expected SDS gradients. On left we estimate
the Expected SDS norm ||∇LSDS(z, y)||2 across different
timesteps for aligned (blue) and unaligned (orange curve)
synthetic image-text pairs. On right we measure the Cosine
similarity between the SDS directions in Eq (4) on aligned
(blue) and unaligned (orange) images from the Instruct-
Pix2Pix dataset.

ing images using Stable Diffusion [27] with subset of 100
captions from COCO validation dataset [6]. Then, for each
image z, caption y and timestep t we estimate the value
Eϵ∼N (0,I)||∇zLSDS(z, y)||2 by averaging the result of 200
measurements and report the average value of the 100 esti-
mations. To provide a reference, we also perform the ex-
periment on 100 unaligned image-text pairs obtained by
permuting the captions of the aligned set. The results are
shown in Figure 8 (left). As can be seen, SDS exhibits non-
negligible high gradients for aligned pairs. In addition, the
gap between aligned and unaligned pairs supports our ob-
servation in Section 3 that there is an inherent noise direc-
tion δbias in the SDS gradient.

DDS evaluation Next, we evaluate our estimation that for
an aligned pair of similar images with their corresponding
text, the SDS noise directions, δbias and δ̂bias, are correlated.
For this experiment we use a subset of 10000 synthetic im-
age pairs z and ẑ with their corresponding captions y and ŷ
from InsturctPix2Pix [5] dataset . For each timestamp, we
estimate the cosine similarity between ∇zLSDS(z, y) and
∇ẑLSDS(ẑ, ŷ) and report the average result across all pairs.
Here again, we applied the same experiment to unaligned
pairs for reference. Note that the caption for each SDS esti-
mation remained aligned to its image. The results are sum-
marized in Figure 8, on right. As can be seen, the aligned
pairs are strongly correlated which supports our assump-
tion that an estimation for δbias of reference image and text
can be used the eliminate the same term from similar pair.
More evaluations for on the effect of CFG over DDS can
are showed in the appendix.

Comparison to zero-shot editing methods To evaluate
our editing capability using a direct DDS optimization over
the pixel space of a synthetic generated image, we use a
randomly selected subset of 1000 pairs of source and tar-
get prompts from the dataset of InsturctPix2Pix [5]. The
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Figure 9: Zero shot image editing comparison. We ap-
ply our DDS optimization with different values of CFG over
1000 images and prompts from the InsturctPix2Pix train-
ing dataset. Our method achieves high fidelity to edits de-
scribed in the text prompts (high CLIP score) while main-
taining high fidelity to the source images (low LPIPS)

“Portsmouth doorway.”            “Castle doorway.”

“Peaceful waters flow.”            “Peaceful waters flow with a tiger.”

“Forest painting, autumn trees.”            “Moon over forest painting, autumn trees.”

“Amaryllis, North Window, oil on linen.” “Cactus, North Window, oil on linen.”

Text2LiveSDEditInput Ours PnP

“Photo of sunset, winter, river.”            “Photo of sunset, winter, river with polar bears.”

Figure 10: Zero shot image editing. Our method, on the
left, better apply structural or color changes over the input
image as described in the target text prompt while preserv-
ing high fidelity to the input image.

dataset already includes the paired image results obtained
by Prompt-to-Prompt (P2P) [11], from which we took only
the source images. For each editing result we measure the
text-image correspondence using CLIP score[25]. In ad-
dition, we evaluate the similarity between the original and

Table 1: User evaluation for zero shot image editing quality
(see Sec. 5). We report the percentage of judgments in our
favor over 800 answers (2400 in total).

PnP SDEdit Text2LIVE

70.9% 72.1% 75.5%

the edited images using the LPIPS perceptual distance [39].
We compare our method to additional zeros shot methods:
SDEdit [18], Plug-and-Play (PnP) [37] and Text2Live [4].
It can be seen in Figure 10 that comparing to other methods,
our approach demonstrates higher fidelity to the text prompt
and to the source image on average. The quantitative results
are summarized in Figure 9 where we show the metrics of
our method for different numbers of classifier free guidance
scale. Notice, that as observed in Figure 5, the improve-
ment to the fidelity to text that obtained by using a large
value of CFG is negligible compared to the deterioration in
the fidelity to the source image.

In addition, we conducted a user study. In each question
we randomly selected an example and two editing results
and the user was asked to choose which one is a better edit-
ing result in terms of fidelity to the target text, source image
and overall quality. We collected 2400 answers from 100
users using Amazon Mechanical Turk service. We report in
table 1 the percentage of judgments in our favor. As seen,
our method outperforms all baselines by a large margin.

Image-to-image translation training We train different
multi-task networks as described in Section 4. For each
training instance, we generate a synthetic dataset of 5000
images using the Stable Diffusion model conditioned on
manually written captions (5-20 captions for each dataset).
Each training starts from a pre-trained Stable Diffusion
model, modified as follows: The latent noise inputs are re-
placed with latents of images from our synthetic dataset.
The text embedding condition is replaced with our learned
task embeddings, initialized with text embedding that de-
scribes the task embedding. For example, for the task of
adding snow in an image, we use the phrase “snowing”.
Finally, the timestep of the diffusion process is no longer
used since our model inference process contains a single
feed-forward. Therefore, we re-use the timestep condition
as additional per-task learned embedding which is initial-
ized with a positional embedding of t = 0.5. While the text
condition is injected by cross attention, time by adaptive
group normalization (ADAGN). Additional implementation
details are provided in the supplementary material.

Image-to-image translation comparison We evaluate a
Cat-to-Other network trained to translate images of cats to
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Figure 11: Image-to-Image translation comparison. Our
multi-task network was trained to change a cat to different
animals by the DDS. It was trained on synthetic cat photos
and evaluate on subset of photos from COCO and Imagenet
datasets. Our results (right column) better preserve the
structure of the cat in the input image and its background.

Table 2: Quantitative comparison for the multi-task
image-to-image translation network. We measure text-
image correspondence using CLIP [25]. In addition, we
evaluate the similarity between the original and the edited
images using the LPIPS [39] perceptual distance.

CLIP score ↑ LPIPS ↓

DiffusionClip 0.251± 0.022 0.572± 0.0594
PnP 0.221± 0.036 0.31± 0.075
InstructPix2Pix 0.2190± 0.037 0.322± 0.215
DDS (ours) 0.225± 0.031 0.104± 0.061

images of four different animals: a dog, a lion, a bear, and
a squirrel. We tested our network using a collection of 500
cat images from ILSVRC [29] and COCO [6] validation set;
overall, we tested the results of 2000 image translations. We
use the same LPIPS and CLIP scores to estimate fidelity to
the source image and target text that describes the target
distribution, for example, “A photo of a lion”. We com-
pare our method to DiffusionCLIP [16], PnP [37] and In-
structPix2Pix [5] which also utilize the generative prior of a
pre-trained diffusion model for the task of image-to-image
translation. Unlike our method, InstructPix2Pix fine tune a
diffusion model using synthetic pairs of images and therefor
it is sensitive to quality of the pairing method.

The results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 11. As
can be seen, our method achieves both: better fidelity to the
input image and to desired target domain. Additionally, our
method operates via a single feed-forward pass during in-

ference, making it ×50 faster than the other diffusion-based
methods that require a full iterative diffusion process in each
inference sampling. A qualitative comparison is shown in
Figure 11. As can be seen, our method better preserves the
structure of the cat when translating to other animals. More-
over, our distilled training results in a more robust network
that can better distinguish between regions in the image that
had to be changed and areas to preserve.

Ablation Study We evaluate key components of our
image-to-image translation network on a single task of cat-
to-lion image translation. First, we show our results without
the CFG scaling warmup. As shown in Figure 7 (third col-
umn), it results in mode collapse where roughly the same
lion appears in the same location regardless of the cat in
the input. In addition, we train a network with the Vanilla
SDS term instead of our DDS while the other components,
the LID term and the CFG warmup, remain untouched and
prevent the mode collapse. As can be seen (right column
in Figure 7), the quality of the translation to a lion is worse
than our full settings. Moreover, the SDS training struggles
to preserve high-frequency details in the input image. For
example, see the patterns of the purple wool hat in the first
row.

6. Conclusions , Limitations and Future work
We have presented, Delta Denoising Score, a new diffu-

sion scoring technique that allows optimizing a given image
as means to edit it with respect to a text-prompt. Delta De-
noising Score uses the SDS score applied to input image to
calculate cleaner gradients during the optimization, which
leads to a distilled edit. We have also showed an image-to-
image translation model trained with our new score. The
model is training with no supervision, requires no pairs of
images, and thus can be trained on real images.

Our Delta Denoising Score works well in distilling text-
driven image-to-image translations. However, there are
cases that the results are imperfect. For example, our
method struggles in making significant pose changes or
moving an object. In addition, DDS fails to preserve the
subject’s identity while changing its posture, see Fig. 12 in
the middle. However, our method can be used on top of
personalised, fine-tuning step [28], see Fig. 12 on right.

We also acknowledge that the multi-task model can be
better trained and may be further improved by combining
multiple experts training [3], which uses multiple network,
or utilize subset of paired data and train our network under
semi-supervised settings.

The scope of Delta Denoising Score is wide, and its gen-
eralization across various editing tasks [5] should be ex-
plored in the future. Furthermore, we believe that it can be
extended to other modalities, such as text-driven 3D shape
editing, video editing and motion editing [19, 14, 36].
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Figure 12: Limitation. DDS struggles to preserve the iden-
tity of a dog (left) while modifying its pose (middle), with-
out, first, applying personalization fine tuning [28] over the
diffusion model (right).

The objective of this work is to extract efficient and clean
gradients that can facilitate the optimization of an image
towards a distilled edit. This, we believe, is an important
step towards enhancing our understanding of how to effec-
tively extract and utilize the rich knowledge that is con-
cealed within large-scale generative models.
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